This Letter describes the incorporation of an array of gold optical antennas onto the facet of an optical fiber and demonstrates the utility of this device as a probe for in situ surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) detection. The coupled antennas function as an ensemble whose surface plasmons resonate with the incident light; these antennas ultimately enhance the weak Raman signal generated by analytes near their surface. The other facet is used to couple excitation light into the probe and detect the enhanced Raman signal that returns through the fiber. The flexibility, durability, and large aspect ratio (length-to-diameter) of optical fibers make them well-suited for remote SERS detection. The optical antennas proved to be an essential element of the probe: the Raman signal from analytes was undetectable through bare, unmodified fibers. We fabricated the gold antennas on a silicon wafer with electron-beam lithography and lift-off, stripped them from the substrate using a thin sacrificial thiol-ene film, and then transferred them to a silica facet. 1 The integration of a lithographically defined SERS array distinguishes this device from previously reported fiber optic probes. Lithography provides control of the geometry of the array and thereby enables the optical response of a probe to be optimized for a combination of excitation wavelengths and analyte SERS signal. In addition, the use of a uniform and repeating pattern of Raman enhancing sitesswhich is made possible by using lithography to define the arraysenables the calculation of the SERS enhancement factor (EF) of the transferred optical antennas array.
Background. Detection of Raman scattering with an optical fiber is a topic that has generated much interest because it offers the ability to probe solutions in situ. Raman scattering is useful for detecting and identifying different chemicals and occurs because molecules interacting with light vibrate and produce inelastically scattered photons with spectra uniquely determined by the composition and structure of the molecule. In general, Raman scattering is weak: SERS utilizes surface plasmons to enhance the Raman signal many orders of magnitude. 2 Thin, flexible optical fibers are an ideal platform for detecting the SERS signal generated by analytes in remote and/or small samples. Without the presence of a SERS surface, however, a facet of an optical fiber cannot typically collect a detectable amount of Raman signal from a sample. We sought to incorporate a SERS surface with a large signal enhancement onto the facet of an optical fiber such that the signal would be easily detectable.
SERS occurs at points on a metal/dielectric interface where surface plasmons (coherent oscillations of electrons) † School of Engineering and Applied Sciences. ‡ Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology.
are generated by incident light. At these points the magnitudes of both the incident electric field and the electric field of the Stokes-shifted Raman scattering signal of nearby analytes are enhanced. Various types of surfaces have been used as SERS substrates. One commonly used SERS substrate is a roughened surface coated with metal: 3, 4 this surface produces sharp points that can provide localized enhancements of a Raman signal. 5, 6 These sharp points are effective at generating a SERS signal and are randomly distributed across the substrate with various shapes and spacing. An arbitrary pattern of metallic nanoparticles, however, is generally not the optimal sample configuration for maximizing the SERS signal measured in a detector: the strength and directionality of enhanced electric fields radiated by a particle are highly dependent on the size and shape of the nanoparticle. Nonoptimal coupling of light to nanoparticles can result in the excitation of lossy, nonradiative surface plasmon modes as well as inefficient scattering of the SERS signal.
Lithographic techniques enable the definition of SERS substrates with nanostructures of specific shapes and spacing. Different nanostructure configurations have been examined, and many studies have analyzed the properties of arrays of metallic optical antennas. The geometry of an individual antenna can be designed to allow the conduction electrons to oscillate resonantly when illuminated with particular frequencies of light. These resonant oscillations of electrons are known as localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) and can result in a surface-charge distribution across the antenna that is similar to an oscillating electric dipole. Resonance occurs over a range of frequencies defined by the geometry of the antenna. When the LSPR is excited, large field intensities can form near the tips of the optical antenna. When two of these antennas are placed near one another and illuminated (assuming the antennas are aligned along their long axes), they can act as a pair of coupled dipoles. The electric field enhancement in the gap between the optical antennas often increases relative to the single dipole case, and results in a "hot spot" of stronger Raman signal enhancement. 7 The resonance of a periodic array of antennas can be tuned by varying the size and spacing of the antennas. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] We sought to incorporate arrays of coupled optical antennas, designed to resonate with the incident light and the Raman signal of analytes, onto the facet of an optical fiber.
There are a number of SERS probes that collect signal through a fiber, but they are illuminated externally (i.e., unidirectional light propagation). [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] In these schemes, light interacts with the analyte and SERS surface (located on or near a probe facet), and a portion of the generated Raman signal is collected in the fiber and measured at the opposite end. In many situations (e.g., in situ detection), external illumination is either undesirable or not feasible; instead, optical fibers can be used to both deliver the irradiating light and collect the resulting SERS signal. This capability is made possible by bidirectional propagation of the excitation light.
Bidirectional probes have been implemented with both a hollow core photonic crystal fiber (HCPCF; e20 cm in length) and optical communications fiber (e8 cm in length). [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] In most HCPCF devices, the SERS surface is not directly attached to the fiber. Instead, silver nanoparticles mixed with the solution of analyte enhance the Raman signal, which is collected by the HCFPC. [18] [19] [20] However, in many cases, it is undesirable or impractical to add nanoparticles to the solution of analyte. Alternatively, SERS surfaces have been incorporated directly on the facet of silica fiber. These probes consist of a fiber with a modified facet (e.g., the silica is roughened 21, 22 or the facet is covered with an array of selfassembled colloids 23 ) coated with a thin layer of metal. Although the roughened SERS surfaces enhance the Raman signal of nearby analytes, they have a distribution of feature shapes and sizes that produce the enhanced signal: the location and number of these areas are hard to control and vary among probes. Probes with colloidal self-assemblies have improved periodicity of the SERS hot spots, but their density is still somewhat unpredictable due to packing defects occurring in the colloidal assembly. Their spatial arrangement is also limited to the hexagonal close packed structure assumed by the colloidal assembly. 24 The wavelength response of these various SERS fiber-probe surfaces cannot be easily controlled, and the unknown number and location of hot spots on these fiber-probe surfaces prevents calculation of their "enhancement factor" (EF), the standard figure of merit used to compare SERS surfaces.
Optical fiber probes for detecting Raman signals from remote analytes are commercially available (Renishaw, Thermo Scientific, InPhotonics); however most of these probes collect the Raman signal scattered by the sample rather than that generated by SERS. Additionally, these probes are usually housed in rigid, large (∼10 mm diameter) casings to provide room for alignment of the optics needed to focus light onto the sample and collect the Raman signal. We chose to create a thin, flexible single-fiber SERS probe for the remote detection of small samples; analysis of such samples would prove challenging for most commercially available probes.
Probe Fabrication. We sought to fabricate a periodic array of sub-100-nm gold nanostructures onto the facet of a fiber. We found that using focused-ion-beam milling to define gold nanostructures directly on the facet of the fiber resulted in inadvertent doping of the silica and gold with gallium ions; these ions altered the optical response of the array. 25 Electron-beam lithography can define high-resolution patterns of nearly arbitrary features, but it is difficult to apply this technique to the facet of an optical fiber. We therefore used a "decal transfer" technique that allows lithographically defined features to be transferred to the facet of an optical fiber. 1 Briefly, we patterned the SERS surface (a periodic array of gold optical antennas) on a silicon substrate using standard fabrication techniques: electron-beam (e-beam) lithography, e-beam evaporation, and lift-off. We stripped the array off the silicon using a thin (∼200 nm) film of polymer (thiol-ene). The thin film had a backing of poly-(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) to provide mechanical support.
Pressing the facet of a fiber onto the film caused it (along with the attached antennas) to release from the PDMS and transfer to the fiber. An oxygen plasma etched away the sacrificial thiol-ene film, leaving the array of gold antennas flush with the facet of the fiber. We did not use an adhesion layer between the optical antennas and the glass fiber; we believe that van der Waals forces hold the gold particles to the facet of the fiber.
We designed the coupled antenna array to have a SPR that peaked at a wavelength of ∼650 nm and spanned wavelengths of ∼600-725 nm. This resonance is broad enough to provide enhancement for both the excitation light (λ ) 632.8 nm) and the Raman signal of the analytes, which ranges between λ ≈ 675 nm and λ ≈ 706 nm. The geometry of the array could be altered to tune the SPR and allow the probes to resonate with different excitation wavelengths. 12, 26, 27 We tested 35 cm long probes made from standard silica fiber (ThorLabs GIF625, NA ) 0.275). We transferred an array of coupled optical antennas to one facet of the fiber and cleaved the other to expose a smooth silica surface. The array consisted of gold antennas ∼65 nm long, 50 nm wide, and 40 nm tall, separated by gaps of 25 nm along their long axis and 100 nm along their short axis. The array spanned a 100 µm × 100 µm area, and completely covered the core of the fiber (62.5 µm in diameter). The scanning electron micrograph in Figure 1 shows a portion of the facet of the fiber optic probe with the transferred array of antennas. The textured background is generated during the oxygen plasma removal of the thiol-ene film and is found on areas of the facet both with and without the array; the presence of this fabrication artifact had no observable effects during the SERS measurements.
SERS Measurements. Before taking Raman measurements, we determined the SPR spectral response of an array on the facet of a fiber by focusing a polarized broadband white light source directly onto the array, recording the reflected spectrum, and then normalizing it by the reflection of the polarized white light from a silver mirror. The arrays exhibited a strong, broad SPR centered at wavelength of 650 nm when irradiated with incident light polarized along the long axis of the optical antennas. The SPR spanned λ ) 600 nm to λ )725 nm and proved broad enough to be excited by the input light (λ ) 632.8 nm) and also to enhance the Raman signal of both benzenethiol and 4-[(E)-2-pyridin-4-ylethenyl]pyridine. We did not detect any SPR with the white light polarized perpendicular to the long axis of the antennas. The SPR spectra measured from transferred arrays are shown in the Supporting Information.
We prepared the probe for SERS measurements by immersing the end of the fiber featuring the array in a 3 mM benzenethiol solution (Sigma Aldrich) in methanol. After 12 h we removed the modified facet of the fiber, rinsed it in methanol (removing any benzenethiol molecules not absorbed to the gold antennas), and gently dried it with nitrogen. As shown schematically in Figure 1 , we focused the excitation light (helium-neon laser, λ ) 632.8 nm, 5.4 mW) with a 20× objective lens (Mitutoyo, NA ) 0.42, working distance ) 20 mm) onto the smooth, nonmodified facet of the fiber. We used a laser line filter to remove the secondary emission lines of the laser (ThorLabs, center wavelength ) 632.8 ( 2 nm). After propagating down the fiber, the laser light excited the SPR of the antenna array, generating a SERS signal from the self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of benzenethiol absorbed on the gold antennas. The objective lens collected both the Raman signal and light at the excitation wavelength that propagated back through the fiber. We removed the latter with a notch filter (Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc., Holographic NotchPlus Filter, center wavelength ) 632.8 nm) and directed the remaining light into a Horiba Jobin Yvon Triax 550 spectrometer (entrance Figure 1 . Schematic depiction of the configuration used to characterize the SERS fiber optic probe and a scanning electron micrograph of an array of gold optical antennas on the facet of a fiber. The lithographically defined array allows the SERS signal of nearby analytes to be detected. Laser light coupled into the fiber probe excites the surface plasmon resonance of the array, creating localized hot spots of enhanced electric fields between the coupled antennas. Molecules interacting with these strong fields produce an inelastically scattered Stokes Raman signal; this signal is itself enhanced by the strong electric fields generated by the SERS surface. The Raman signal coupled back into the fiber is detected by the spectrometer. slit ) 200 µm). A holographic grating with groove density of 600 grooves/mm (Horiba Jobin Yvon) dispersed the light, and a thermoelectrically cooled silicon CCD camera collected the light.
The spectrum acquired from the SERS fiber probe (after soaking in the benzenethiol solution) is shown in red in Figure 2a , and the spectrum acquired from a bare, unmodified fiber of equal length is shown in black in Figure 2a ; one facet of this reference fiber also soaked for 12 h in the benzenethiol solution but produced no measurable Raman signal. Both spectra were taken over a 40 s integration, with 5.4 mW of laser power focused on the fiber. Subtracting the reference fiber background from the SERS probe spectrum resulted in the "internal" illumination spectrum shown in Figure 2b . The Raman signal from four Raman-active vibrational modes of benzenethiol at 995, 1020, 1075, and 1583 cm -1 are readily apparent. 28 These peaks, which we acquired through the fiber, match the wavenumbers of the Raman peaks measured "externally" when we placed the modified facet of the probe in the focal plane of the objective lens, illuminated the array, and collected the resulting signal ( Figure 2c , incident power ) 0.46 mW, 10 s integration). This agreement indicates that the fiber does not artificially shift the peaks of the Raman signal. The broad feature at 1330 cm -1 originated from the silica fiber, not the benzenethiol, as demonstrated by the difference spectrum of Figure 2b .
When we measured the SERS spectra through the fiber optic probe, we did not observe a noticeable effect on the Raman signal when we used a half-wave plate to rotate the polarization of the laser light entering the objective lens or when we physically bent and twisted the fiber. We believe the robustness of the measured signal results from the use of multimode nonpolarization maintaining fiber; light traveling through the fiber couples into different fiber modes before exciting the SPR of the array. The light in these modes spreads across the entire fiber core with polarization both parallel and perpendicular to the optical antennas. Thus, changing the polarization of input light (with the half-waveplate) or distributing light between different fiber modes (by bending the fiber) did not prevent excitation of the SPR of the array and affect the measured SERS signal.
To test the ability of the SERS probe to (i) detect multiple analytes simultaneously and (ii) perform measurements in situ, we submerged the facet of the SERS probe modified with benzenethiol and the facet of the reference fiber in a solution of 3 mM 4-[(E)-2-pyridin-4-ylethenyl]pyridine solution ("BPE"; Sigma Aldrich) in methanol and measured the spectra transmitted through the fibers. Figure 3a shows the spectrum measured from the probe (in red) and the spectrum of the bare reference fiber (in black). Both spectra represent a 40 s integration with 5.4 mW of power coupled into fiber. Figure 3b shows the spectrum obtained by subtracting the spectrum of the reference fiber from the spectrum of the SERS probe. The Raman signal from the benzenethiol is still apparent, and the BPE signals at 1207, 1616, and 1642 cm -1 are also visible. 29 We observed benzenethiol and BPE Raman peaks at these same wavenumbers when we positioned the array in the focus of the objective lens and covered the optical antennas with a drop of the BPE solution; this result illustrates that collecting signal through the fiber did not shift the position of the measured Raman peaks. The spectrum from this measurement is shown in Figure 3c at 1330 cm -1 results from the silica fiber, rather than from the benzenethiol or BPE.
The strength of the Raman peak at 995 cm -1 in Figure 3b is increased relative to the other measured Raman peaks of benzenethiol. We believe this apparent increase occurs because this spectrum is not directly measured but is the difference between the probe and the reference fiber spectra. The magnitudes of the features in both of these measurements were affected by small changes in the coupling of light into the fibers. Independent alignments and measurements were carried out for these two spectra, resulting in nonzero differences between their backgrounds. These offsets are apparent in the uneven background of Figures 2b and 3b and are large enough to shift the relative heights of different Raman peaks. The use of a different fiber with a weaker background signal could allow direct use of the measured probe spectra and prevent these discrepancies.
The SERS signal from the BPE is still detectable, albeit with reduced intensity, when the fiber is removed from the BPE solution, rinsed gently with methanol, and dried. This decreased measurement from the dried fiber has two implications: (i) BPE molecules were absorbed on the gold antennas in areas where the benzenethiol SAM suffered from voids and packing disorder, 30, 31 and (ii) the signal from the submerged fiber came from both absorbed BPE molecules and the BPE molecules in the analyte solution. We detected Raman signals from both analytes after submerging probes (i) first into benzenethiol and then BPE (Figures 2 and 3) , (ii) first into BPE and then benzenethiol (not shown), and (iii) a solution containing both benzenethiol and BPE (not shown).
The strong background features in the measurement from the SERS probe and the features in the spectra from the reference fiber are the same: both can be attributed to Raman scattering of the silica and GeO 2 and P 2 O 5 dopants comprising the fiber core. 32 Raman bands at ∼1000-1150 cm -1 have been shown to result from stretching vibrations of the mixed Si-O-Ge bonds and the Si-O bonds. 32 The strong feature centered around 1330 cm -1 matches the position of the Raman band resulting from GeO 2 and P 2 O 5 dopant incorporation into silica. 32 This peak is evident in both the SERS probe and reference fiber measurements (Figures 2a and 3a) and the spectra taken directly from the optical antenna arrays (Figure 2c and 3c) .
Enhancement Factor Calculations. The enhancement factor is the standard figure of merit used to compare the efficiencies of different SERS surfaces. The EF quantifies the ability of a SERS substrate to enhance the Raman signal of nearby analytes and is typically determined by comparing the Raman signal-per-molecule (i.e., the intensity of the Raman signal, I SERS , normalized by the number of molecules contributing to the signal, N SERS ), to the Raman signal per molecule (I neat /N neat ) generated by a non-SERS active reference (in this case, neat liquid benzenethiol). We calculated the average EF of the entire array of optical antennas, rather then the EF from a single localized hot spot. We used methods outlined by Cai et al. 33 to calculate the EF and only outline the calculation method here (the Supporting Information contains EF calculation details). Equation 1 defines the EF. 34 We used the SERS spectra of the transferred array to determine the EF of the antennas. We collected Raman spectra of benzenethiol from the array using two different measurement configurations: "internal" (both the incident light and the Raman signal collected by the probe propagating through the fiber) and "external" (we focused the incident light directly on the transferred optical antennas and measured the SERS signal directly from the surface of the array). These spectra are shown in Figures 2b and 2c , respectively.
The external configuration is identical to the configuration typically used to collect SERS spectra for EF calculations. 9, 11, 33 Using the SERS spectrum shown in Figure 2c , we determined values of I SERS by measuring the heights of the benzenethiol Raman peaks relative to the nonzero baseline. The uniform size and periodic arrangement of the antennas enabled calculation of the number of benzenethiol molecules contributing to the signal (N SERS ). We recorded the corresponding reference measurement, which provided I neat values, after placing a vial of liquid neat benzenethiol at the focal plane of the objective lens, and determined the number of molecules that contributed to this signal (N neat ). 33 We found EF values of 2. We sought to calculate the EF of the internal configuration (the spectrum shown in Figure 2b ) since this is the configuration utilized for in situ detection. In principle, the EF values of the array undergoing internal and external illumination should be the same, since the EF is determined by the geometry of the optical antennas: similar internal and external EF values would indicate an efficient collection of SERS signal by the probe in the internal illumination experiment.
We expected some variation in the EF values to arise from the different collection efficiencies of the external and internal illumination configurations. In the two measurements we detected a different percentage of the total Raman scattering because (i) the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens and the fiber differed and (ii) only a portion of the SERS signal that propagated down the fiber during internal illumination was sent to the spectrometer.
With external illumination, the numerical aperture (NA) of the microscope objective (NA ) 0.42) dictated that ∼4.6% of the Raman signal from the benzenethiol (scattered over a solid angle of 2π) was collected by the objective lens and sent to the spectrometer. With internal illumination, the lower numerical aperture of the fiber (NA ) 0.275) resulted in a smaller fraction (∼1.9%) of the total SERS signal coupling into the fiber. Additionally, in the internal configuration we measured only a fraction of the SERS signal guided by the (1) fiber; the Raman signal enhanced by the optical antennas propagated along the entire core of the fiber (62.5 µm in diameter), but only a fraction (∼2.5%) of the signal was collected by the objective lens (∼10 µm diameter spot size) and sent to the spectrometer.
To compensate for the reduced collection efficiency of the internal illumination measurement (compared to the external configuration) and obtain a detectable SERS signal (I SERS values for eq 1), we increased the power of the light illuminating the array; we coupled 5.4 mW of power into the fiber during internal illumination (versus 0.46 mW during external illumination). Additionally, we used an integration time of 40 s to obtain the internal measurements (versus 10 s to obtain the external measurements). On the basis of these conditions, we obtained a value for the internal I SERS from Figure 2b .
To complete the calculation of EF (eq 1) for the internal configuration, a reference Raman spectrum is needed to determine values of I neat . To serve as a valid reference, this spectrum must be acquired with the same parameters (illumination power and integration time) used to generate the SERS spectrum in the internal configuration. We attempted to obtain I neat values by collecting a Raman signal through an unmodified fiber with a bare facet submerged in neat benzenethiol. When we coupled 5.4 mW of illumination into the bare fiber and integrated for 40 s, no spectrum from the neat benzenethiol could be detected: this result illustrates the importance of the SERS array for in situ Raman signal detection.
Without the reference I neat values, we could not use eq 1 to calculate the internal EF of the transferred array. Instead, we chose to approximate the internal EF by obtaining I neat values from an alternate reference measurement: the Raman spectrum generated by a vial of neat benzenethiol placed directly in the focus of the objective lens. This is the same configuration used to measure the external EF reference spectrum. We attempted to obtain the alternate reference spectrum by illuminating the neat benzenethiol with the same measurement conditions used to determine I SERS (40 s integration, 5.4 mW power), but these conditions saturated the CCD detector. We therefore focused light with a reduced intensity (0.46 mW, 40 s integration) into the neat benzenethiol to obtain a reference spectrum for the effective internal EF calculation.
To calculate an effective internal EF, we added a scaling factor to eq 1 to compensate for the differences between the SERS measurement obtained from the array with internal illumination and the external reference measurement of neat benzenethiol. We accounted for two differences: (i) the intensity of illumination and (ii) collection efficiency. Details of the scaling factor are found in the Supporting Information. To simplify the effective internal EF calculations, we assumed (i) a uniform distribution of unpolarized light across the core of the fiber, (ii) an equal SERS signal contribution from the optical antennas in the transferred array, and (iii) negligible optical absorption in the fiber.
We determined effective internal EF values of the array of 4.2 × 10 5 at 995 cm -1 , 5.1 × 10 5 at 1020 cm -1 , 6.4 × 10 5 at 1075 cm -1 , and 6.5 × 10 5 at 1583 cm -1 . These effective internal EF values are similar to the calculated external EF values, suggesting that an array of optical antennas can be effectively utilized as a Raman enhancing surface on a fiber optic probe for SERS detection; internal illumination does not compromise the detection of enhanced Raman signal of analytes near the antennas.
Conclusion. We demonstrated the ability of a fiber optic probe, comprising a lithographically defined array of coupled gold optical antennas transferred to the facet of an optical fiber, to simultaneously collect a SERS signal from multiple analytes. We chose the shape and spacing of the antennas to control the optical response of the probe and produce enhancement of the excitation light and the Raman signal of the analytes. We performed remote in situ chemical detection of multiple analytes with a single probe and utilized the periodicity of the array of optical antennas to determine the EF of the SERS surface, thereby providing a figure of merit to quantify the SERS probe performance. The transfer of lithographically defined patterns with higher EF values (e.g., nanoparticles with optimized shapes and/or separated by smaller gaps) could further enhance the SERS signal generated by the probe and result in the measurement of a stronger Raman signal. The use of an optical fiber with weaker background signal (due to different amounts and types of dopants) could eliminate the need to subtract the fiber background to observe the SERS signal of analytes and enable more optical power to be coupled into the probe. This change would allow for the detection of smaller concentrations of analytes, as well as the detection of weak Raman peaks of analytes that are hard to observe in the presence of a strong background signal from the fiber. This probesa flexible fiber optic capable of SERS detectionscan be used for many different applications, such as sensing samples in remote locations, probing samples with small volumes, and performing in situ measurements.
